Word Processing #5

Typing Internet Address

Look for the key with this symbol printed on it ~
This key is located to the left of the 1 key.

This symbol is called the TILDE key, and is used frequently as part of Internet addresses.

Change the Font to Arial and size as 18.

Type the following Internet addresses. The brackets are NOT part of the address.

http://www.wcs.k12.va.us [Washington County Schools website]
http://ges.wcs.k12.va.us [Greendale Elementary School website]
http://www.kidsdomain.com [Site for downloading programs for kids.]

Can you guess what does http mean? Can you guess what does www mean?
Tell your teacher what you guessed.

The above are all real Internet addresses.

Please do not get the / FRONTSLASH key mixed up with the \ BACKSLASH key.

Remember that there are no spaces in any of the Internet addresses.